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Abstract: The deregulated power sectors suffer from congestion management problems. The congestion occurs
when the generation and consumption of electric power causes the transmission system to operate beyond
transfer limits. This paper presents a congestion relief strategy that can be handled using Flexible AC
Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices such as Static Var Compensator (SVC), Thyristor Controlled Series
Compensators (TCSC) and Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC), where in the transmission capability will be
improved. The introduction of FACTS device in the right location could enhance Available Transfer Capability
(ATC) and result in reduction of total losses and improved stability of the system. In this paper, a Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is proposed to determine the optimal allocation and size of FACTS devices
for maximizing the ATC of different possible transactions in the deregulated power system. The effectiveness
of the proposed method is demonstrated using a modified IEEE 30 bus test system without and with FACTS
devices in normal and contingency conditions for the selected bilateral, multilateral and area wise transactions.
The simulation results show that the optimal placement of FACTS devices for maximizing ATC and reducing
real and reactive power losses their by minimize congestion as compared to that of the system without FACTS
devices.

Key words:Available Transfer Capability  Congestion management  Particle Swarm Optimization  Static
Var Compensator  Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator  Unified Power Flow Controller

INTRODUCTION loss to market participants [1]. The scope of transmission

In deregulated power system the number of market involve essential a set of rules to ensure control over
participants in terms of generation, transmission and generators  and  loads  in  order  to maintain adequate
distribution owners and the number of desired level of system security and reliability. Congestion in
transactions  between  the  various players is growing. transmission line is relied by load curtailment,
Each  transaction  requires  energy  to  be  transferred rearrangement  of  generation,  built  new transmission
from  a  sending  point  to a point of receipt. The sellers line, FACTS devices and Distribution Generation (DG)
and buyers of electric energy rely on the transmission unit,  are  different  methods  of congestion management
network for  its  transportation.  The  transmission lines [2, 3]. In this paper the congestion management using
are often driven close to or even beyond their thermal FACTS devices utilization to enhance the ATC and their
limits in order to satisfy the increased electric power by reduced the transmission congestion leading to better
consumption  and  trades due to increase of the utilization of the existing grid infrastructure is presented.
unplanned power exchanges. If the exchanges are not Besides, using FACTS devices give more chance to
controlled, some lines to be found on particular paths may Independent System Operators (ISO). Various issues
become over loaded. This phenomenon is called associated with the usage of FACTS devices and their
congestion. The occurrence of transmission congestion optimal location and appropriate size, setting, cost and
in  deregulated  power  systems  causes  huge revenue modeling [4-8].

congestion management in the deregulated environment
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In a deregulated system operation, both the operator Available Transfer Capability. Section 3 describes
and the customers must be knowledgeable about determination of ATC using ACPTDF method while
Available Transfer Capacity (ATC). To maximize Section 4 presents mathematical model of the FACTS
utilization of existing transmission grids, accurate Devices. Section 5 presents problem formulations of
evaluation of ATC is essential while maintaining system optimum allocation of FACTS devices. The optimal
security. Some researchers have been developed the allocation FACTS devices using PSO algorithm is
different mathematical models to determine the ATC of the discussed in Section 6. The simulation results are
transmission system based on conventional power presented and discussed briefly in Section 7.
system equations. Recently the distribution factors based
on DC or AC power flow methods [9-11] have been Available Transfer Capability: Available Transfer
proposed for calculating ATC. In this paper, the Power Capability (ATC) is the measure of the ability of
Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF) using AC power flow interconnected electric power system to reliably move of
is derived to calculate ATC using sensitivity properties of transfer power from any place to other place over all the
Newton Raphson Load Flow (NRLF) Jacobian. Based on transmission lines between these under specified term and
the NERC’s definition ATC and its determination, condition. In a deregulated system operation, both the
transmission network can be limited by thermal, voltage operator and the customers must be knowledgeable about
and stability limits. FACTS devices concept make it this important system variable known as ATC. To
possible to use circuit parameters such as line reactance, maximize utilization of existing transmission grids,
node voltage magnitude and phase angle as controls to accurate evaluation of ATC is essential while maintaining
reallocate line flow and control voltage profile. This paper system security. The ATC consists of the following terms
examines the use of FACTS devices, such as SVC, TCSC and definitions: Total Transfer Capability (TTC) TTC is
and UPFC, to maximize ATC for different possible the maximum transfer power that does not reach the limits
transactions under normal and contingency situations. and Existing Transmission Commitment (ETC) is the sum

Many researchers have discussed the heuristic of the available transmission commitment between two
optimization algorithms used to locate FACTS devices in areas. The amount of transmission capability that is
power systems [12-14], such as the Simulated Annealing required to ensure that the interconnected system is
(SA , Tabu Search (TS), Evolutionary programming (EP), secure under an acceptable range of uncertainty is known
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and recently Particle Swarm as the Transmission Reliability Margin (TRM) and the
optimization (PSO) to solve simple and complex problems amount of transmission that is reserved by the load to
efficiently and effectively. However, unlike SA, TS, EP ensure access to the generation from interconnected
and GA, each individual in PSO flies in search space with systems to meet the requirement of the generation
a velocity that is energetically adjusted according to its reliability is the capacity benefit margin (CBM).
own flying knowledge and its companions flying Mathematically ATC is defined as the TTC less the TRM,
experiences. The prime advantage of PSO algorithm is its less the sum of ETC (which includes retail customer
fast convergence and simplicity in implementation, as the service) and the CBM [9-11].
number of parameters that are dynamically adjusted is
less. The particle swarm intelligence algorithm was ATC = TTC – TRM – CBM – ETC (1)
introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [15]. PSO is applied
for solving various optimization problems in electrical There are various sensitivity factors available in the
engineering. PSO algorithm begins by initializing a literature to calculate ATC for a given system [10, 11].
random swarm of particles each having unknown From this literature, it is identified that, the calculation of
parameters to be optimized. In each of iteration the fitness ATC using these factors is easy, simple and less time
of each particle is evaluated according to the selected consuming. Basically, these factors give the relationship
fitness function. Among all the particles in this group the between the amount of transaction and the actual power
algorithm stores and gradually replaces the greatest fit flow in a line. This relation is very commonly termed as
parameters of each particle as well as a single most fit Power transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF). This PTDF
particle [16, 17]. In this paper, PSO algorithm is used to resembles/reflects the change in generation/load on
find the optimal location and size of FACTS devices to power flow in a line. The AC Power Transfer Distribution
achieve maximization of ATC, decrease the line Factor (ACPTDF) is used to identify the system
congestion and total power loss. This paper is divided parameters for a change in MW transaction under normal
into the following sections. Section 2 elaborates the and contingency conditions described in section 3.
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Determination of Atc Using Acptdf Method: AC Power p  = p p  = – P
Transfer Distribution Factors (ACPTDF) determines the (6)
linear impact of a transfer (or changes in power injection)
on the elements of the power system. ACPTDF  is the These mismatch vectors and change in powerij, mn

power transfer distribution factor of the line between bus transactions are taken into consideration to calculate the
i, j when a transaction is there between bus m and n and new voltage magnitudes and voltage angles at all buses.
N is the total number of transmission lines. For a bilateral These new voltage profiles are used to compute theL

transaction P  between two buses m and n, where m is the power flow in all transmission lines and thereby thet

seller bus and n is the buyer bus, a fraction of the power change in power flows. Using Eq. (2), the ACPTDF are
transacted is carried by a line between any two buses i evaluated in each of the transmission lines for a given
and j. If P  MW is the change in real power transaction transaction. After this, the available transfer capability oft

among buses m and n and P  is the change in a transaction between buses ‘m’ and ‘n’ can be calculatedij

transmission line quantity among bus i and j then AC using.
power transfer distribution factors (ACPTDF) [11] can be
defined as: ATC  = min(T ), ij (7)

(2) where T  denotes the transfer limit values for each line

In this study, Full N-R Jacobian based approach has
been utilized to compute ACPTDF for ATC calculations.
ACPTDFs can be determined knowing the change in
power flows for given transactions that may be bilateral or
multilateral. The mathematical representation of the
system performance equation can be given as;

(8)
(3)

Consider the full Jacobian in polar coordinates [J ], i and j, P is the base case power flow in the line betweenT

defined to include all the buses except slack (including bus i and j, ACPTDF is the power transfer distribution
Q- V equations for PQ buses). The power change in factor for the line between bus i and j when a transaction

transaction causes the change of active power flow in line is taking place between bus m and n. N is the total
i-j. These changes can be mathematically represented as; number of lines. ACPTDF as given in equation (8) is

Jacobian inverse. ACPTDF  remain fairly constant for

(4) location to improve security margins in power system.

(Thyristor Controlled Series Compensators) and UPFC

(5) angle between sending and receiving buses, - . This is

In k bilateral transactions, due to change in Pth
t

MW, the following two mismatch vectors are changed in (9)
Eq. (3) and these values are non-zero elements.

i t j t

mn ij,mn

ij, mn

in the system. It is given by;

where, P  is the MW power limit of a line between busij
max

ij
o

ij, mn

L

operating point dependent and is computed using
s

reasonable variations in power injections;

Modeling of Facts Devices: In this paper, three different
FACTS devices have been selected to place in suitable

These are: SVC (Static VAR Compensator), TCSC

(Unified Power Flow Controller). The power flow through
the transmission line i-j, namely P  is dependent on lineij,

reactance X , bus voltage magnitudes V , V  and phaseij i j

i j

expressed as;
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SVC can be used to control reactive power and TCSC The reactive power injected by the SVC into bus K is
can change line reactance in network. UPFC is the most given by;
versatile member of FACTS devices family and can be
applied in order to control all power flow parameters. (11)
Power flow can be controlled and optimized by changing
power system parameter using FACTS devices. So, Suitable control of this equivalent reactance allows
optimal choice and allocation of FACTS devices can voltage magnitude regulation at the SVC point of
result in suitable utilization in power system. connection. The SVC will inject or absorb reactive power

Static VAR Compensator (SVC) Devices: Static Var system if Q <0 and absorbs reactive power from the
Compensators have their output adjusted to exchange system if Q  >0. Operating range of SVC is normally
inductive or capacitive current in order to control a power ±100Mvar [18].
system variable such as the bus voltage. It provides fast
reactive power and voltage regulation support. The SVC Thyristor Controlled-Series Capacitor Devices: The
is a combination of fixed capacitors and reactors. In the TCSC configuration is similar to that of an SVC, namely a
most general state, SVC is composed of a Thyristor parallel combination of FC and TCR; it is connected in
Controlled Reactor (TCR) which is parallel with a Fixed series with the line as shown in Fig 2. The TCSC is
Capacitor (FC) bank. The control of the fire angle of the operated mostly in the capacitive mode, in a region to
Thyristor enables the SVC to provide the required reactive avoid resonance between the fixed capacitor C and the
power in the control range. TCR (refer Fig. 2). It is operated in the inductive mode

Fig. 1: The equivalent circuit of a SVC X  = T  * X (13)

The main structure of the SVC for one phase is where, X  is the reactance of the transmission line and
shown in Fig. 1(a). In practice, a SVC can be considered as T  is the compensation factor of TCSC. The power
a variable reactance whose reactance can be varied by flows in heavily loaded line can be reduced by TCSC
varying the firing angle of the TCR. The SVC susceptance through power flow control in the network. The power
(B ) can be controlled to operate the SVC in either flow control with TCSC is used to decrease or increase thesvc

inductive or capacitive mode, within the limits of overall line effective series transmission impedance, by
operation.  The  equivalent  circuit  of  SVC is shown in adding a capacitive or inductive reactance
Fig. 1 (b). From Fig. 1(b) we can write; correspondingly. Fig. 3 shows a model of transmission

I  = jB  × V (10) [18].SVC SVC K

(Q ) at a selected bus. It injects reactive power into theSVC

SVC

SVC

during faults, to protect the capacitor. The rating of the
TCSC  depends  on transmission line where it is located.
To prevent overcompensation, TCSC reactance is chosen
between –0.8X  (capacitive) to 0.2X  (inductive). TheLine Line

reactance of the line where TCSC is located is given by;

X  = X  + X (12)ij line TCSC

TCSC CSC Line

Line

CSC

line with one TCSC connected between bus-i and bus-j

Fig. 2: Basic structure of Thyristor controlled-series capacitor
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Fig. 3: Single line diagram of power flow control with TCSC

Fig. 4: Decoupled model for UPFC

The power flow equations of TCSC are given by; P  = P (16)

P  = V g  – V  V  (g  cos  + b  sin ) (14) Although UPFC can control the power flow but, itij i ij i j ij ij ij ij
2

Q  = V b  – V  V  (g  sin  + b  cos ) (15)ij i ij i j ij ij ij ij
2

where, V  and V  are voltage of i  and j  bus respectively.i j
th th

Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC): The UPFC is set to an arbitrary value depending on the rating of UPFC,
capable of providing active and reactive power control, as to maintain bus voltage.
well as adaptive voltage magnitude control and regulates
all the three variables simultaneously or any combination Problem Formulation: The objective is to maximize the
of them, provided no operating limits are violated. The ATC i.e., uncommitted active transfer capacity of the
UPFC may act as an SVC, a TCSC or a phase shift prescribed interface, when a transaction is taking place
controller. The versatility afforded by the UPFC makes it between a seller bus (m) and buyer bus(n). The objective
a prime contender to provide many of the control function to be maximized is expressed as;
functions required to solve a wide range of dynamic and
steady state problems encountered in electrical power J = Maximize (ATC ) (18)
networks. UPFC can be modeled as a combination of one
series element i.e., TCSC and a shunt element i.e., SVC where ATC for each bilateral transaction between a seller
[19]. Hence the operational range limits of TCSC and SVC at bus (m) and power purchaser at bus (n) satisfies the
can be applied to UPFC as well. The decoupled model of following power balance relationship;
UPFC can be easily implemented in conventional power
flow algorithms as shown in Fig. 4. P  – P  = 0 (19)

To obtain UPFC model in load flow study, it is
represented by four variables: Pu , Qu , Pu , Qu . where P  is active power generation at bus m in a source1 1 2 2

Assuming UPFC to be lossless, the real power flow from area and P  is active power demand at bus n in a sink
bus i to bus j can be expressed as; area

ij u1

cannot generate the real power. Therefore,

P  + P  = 0 (17)u1 u2

Reactive power output of UPFC, Qu  and Qu , can be1 2

mn

gm dn

Gm

Dn
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It is subjected to IC = C * S * 100 (27)

Equality constraints, which reflects the power flow
equations at bus i, these constraints are typically
power flow equations handled in Newton-Raphson
load flow.

(20)

(21)

P , Q  are active and reactive power generation at i  bus,gi Gi
th

P , Q  are active and reactive power demands at i  bus,Di Di
th

|Y |,  are the bus admittance magnitude and its angleij ij

between i  and j  buses. ,  are voltage angle of bus ith th
i J

and bus j, respectively. nb is the total number of buses.

Inequality constraints, which enforce the system real
and reactive power flow and bus voltage limits, given
by;

(22)

(23)

(24)

where n is the number of generators, n  is number ofg b

buses

The constraints on the FACTS devices as;

(25)

(26)

where, X  is the reactance added to the line by placingTCSC

TCSC, X  is the Reactance of the line where TCSC isline

located. TCSC reactance is restricted between –0.8X  toLine

0.2X . Q  is the reactive power injected at the bus byLine SVC

placing SVC. The Eqs (25) and (26) are considered as
constraints for by placing UPFC.

The constraints on the installation cost of the
corresponding FACTS devices are given by,

where IC denotes optimal installation cost of FACTS
devices in US$, C represents cost of installation of
FACTS devices in US $ / KVar. The cost of installation of
SVC, TCSC and UPFC are taken from Siemens data base
[20]. The cost of installation of the FACTS devices are
given by the following equations:

C  = 0.0003 S  – 0.3051 S + 127.8 (28)SVC
2

C  = 0.0015 S  – 0.713 S + 153.75 (29)TCSC
2

C  = 0.0003 S  – 0.2691 S + 188.22 (30)UPFC
2

where S is the operating range of FACTS devices in Mvar
and it is given by;

S = |Q | – |Q | (31)1 2

where Q is the reactive power flow in the line after2

installing FACTS device in Mvar and Q represents1

reactive power flow in the line before installing FACTS
device in Mvar.

Optimal Placement of Facts Devices Using PSO
Algorithm:

Step 1: Read system data, bus data (initial P V, anglesD,

PV, PQ buses, etc) and choose PSO parameters and define
type of transactions.

Step 2: Form bus admittance matrix (Y bus) and set
Transactions count (K=0)

Step 3: Select the Transactions (seller bus to buyer bus
for bilateral transactions)

Step 4: Calculate Jacobian matrix by using N-R load flow

Step 5: Randomly install any one type of FACTS device
in the Transmission line and check that FACTS device is
not employed on the same line more than once in each
iteration

Step 6: Set iteration count ( i = 0)

Step 7: Select reactance setting of TCSC, MVar rating of
SVC, reactance and MVar rating of UPFC and location of
TCSC/ SVC/ UPFC as control variables.
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Step 8: Randomly generate population of particles with buses 1, 2 and 5 are considered in area 2. The tie-lines
their variables in normalized form. existing between the two areas are shown in Fig. 6.

Step 9: Modify the Jacobian matrix according to power with generators connected at buses 2, 5, 8, 11 and 13 are
flow equations with Facts devices. treated as seller buses and the load buses are treated as

Step 10: Run Newton-Raphson load flow and calculate limit and voltage magnitude limit are considered as
voltage magnitude and angles, real power flow and inequality constraints. All nodal voltages are to be within
ACPTDFs the range 0.95 to 1.05 p.u. in normal and contingency

Step 11: Calculate the ATC of each particle using Eq (7). possible locations for maximizing ATC value while

Step 12: Calculate the objective function of each particle process is repeated in all possible locations. Finally, the
subject to satisfy the constraints using Eq (18). location which has the ATC value is maximized is

Step 13: Is all the iterations are completed otherwise device. The PSO algorithm is used to determine the
iteration count i = i+1 and go to step 7 optimal location and rating of FACTS for maximizing ATC

Step 14: Find out the global best (G ) particles having and contingency operating conditions are tabulated inbest

maximum value of objective function in the population Table 1 and 2 respectively. The simulations studies have
and personal best (P ) of all particles. been carried in a MATLAB 2010a environment. Thebest

Step 15: Update the velocity and position of each particle.

Step 16: Go to Step 6 until maximum number of iterations
are completed.

Step 17: The objective function of (G ) particle is thebest

optimized (maximum) value of ATC. Coordinates of (G )best

particle give optimal setting and location of FACTS
devices respectively and also calculate cost of installation
of FACTS devices using Eqs (28-30).

Step 18: Is all the Transactions are completed otherwise
Transactions count K= K+1 and go to step 3

Step 19: Stop and print the results

Simulation Results and Observations: To demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed methodology modified
IEEE-30  bus  test  systems  are considered [20]. At first,
for  a  given  system, ATC value is evaluated in all
possible transactions with respect to all generators under
normal operating condition and line outage condition Fig. 5: Single line diagram of the modified IEEE 30-bus
used for proposed approach. The test system consists of system
six generators connected at buses 1, 2, 5, 8, 11, 13 and
forty-one transmission lines as shown in Fig. 5. The
system data are in a per-unit system and 100 MVA base
values is taken from [20]. Generators at buses 8, 11 and 13
are considered in area 1, while the remaining generators at Fig. 6: Tie-line between areas- IEEE 30 bus system

Transactions are carried out between area 1 and area 2

buyer buses. The active and reactive power generation

situations. A single FACTS device is placed in all

satisfying system constraints and device limits. This

considered to be the best location to install FACTS

based on the selected bilateral, multilateral under normal

results are presented in the following sections.
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Table 1: Optimal parameters of FACTS devices under normal operating conditions
Placement of FACTS devices Settings of FACTS devices
--------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transactions UPFC UPFC
-------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------
Type No Source bus Sink bus TCSC (line) SVC (bus) TCSC (line) SVC (bus) TCSC (X ) SVC (Mvar) TCSC (X ) SVC (Mvar)tcsc tcsc

Bilateral T1 11 27  6-28 22 22-24 22 -0.0350  - 9.891 -0.0895 - 8.524
T2 2 10 16-17 6 16-17 16 -0.2898  84.675 -0.2685  64.387
T3 5 20 15-18 18 15-18 18 -0.1093 - 13.117 -0.1012 -11.369
T4 2 23 15-23 23 15-23 23 -0.1262  - 9.815 -0.1010 - 8.697
T5 8 30 27-30 30 27-30 30  0.2696  62.944  0.4231  54.691

Multilateral T1 8, 13 27, 20 22-24 18 16-17 16 -0.0895 -21.555  -0.109 -20.984
T2 2, 8, 13 23, 27 15-23 23 15-23 23 -0.1132 -22.381 - 0.118 -21.548

Table 2: Optimal parameters of FACTS devices under contingency operating conditions
Placement of FACTS devices Settings of FACTS devices
--------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transactions UPFC UPFC
-------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------------
Type No Source bus Sink bus TCSC (line) SVC (bus) TCSC (line) SVC (bus) TCSC (X ) SVC (Mvar) TCSC (X ) SVC (Mvar)tcsc tcsc

Bilateral T1 11 27  6-28 28 22-24 22  0.0297 - 30.25  0.0184 - 28.691
T2 2 10 16-17 17 16-17 17 -0.0966  35.827 -0.0784  32.431
T3 5 20 15-18 18 15-18 18 -0.1093 - 63.416 -0.1015 - 60.843
T4 2 23 15-23 23 15-23 23 -0.1010  16.814 -0.1007  14.534
T5 8 30 27-30 30 27-30 30  0.2651  75.931  0.2387  70.472

Multilateral T1 8, 13 27, 20 15-18 18 16-17 16 -0.1496 - 12.643 -0.1367 - 11.278
T2 2, 8, 13 23, 27 15-23 23 15-23 23  0.0694 - 83.112  0.0583 - 75.867

Table 3: ATC enhancement and reduction losses using FACTS devices under normal operating conditions 
Transactions % improvement in ATC % decrease in active power loss % decrease in reactive power loss
------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------- -----------------------------------
Type No Source bus Sink bus TCSC SVC UPFC TCSC SVC UPFC TCSC SVC UPFC
Bilateral T1 11 27 8.27 2.91 10.98 11.13 4.08 18.45 5.31 13.9 15.67

T2 2 10 6.88 0.86  8.89 11.26 9.04 19.36 7.54 13.6 14.98
T3 5 20 14.78 5.20 16.21 13.06 8.25 16.23 5.61 11.2 13.36
T4 2 23 16.26 5.84 19.54 18.52 12.4 20.54 6.11 15.9 18.79
T5 8 30 15.57 5.92 17.37 17.16 9.17 19.87 5.85 12.6 14.05

Multilateral T1 8, 13 27, 20 18.82 13.65 19.87 8.65 4.21 10.78 4.08 6.45 9.01
T2 2, 8, 13 23, 27 19.87 11.36 20.78 7.18 4.07 9.87 5.14 8.65 10.58

Case 1: Normal operating conditions. In bilateral TCSC/UPFC, the ATC value is improved by 5.2 %, 14.78%
transactions, five transactions between a seller bus in and 16.21% respectively without violating system
source area and buyer bus in sink area (11-27, 2-10, 5-20, constraints. In the single device type, TCSC is placed in
2-23 and 8-30) with the objective function as in Eq (18) are series with line 15 -18 and their setting is -0.1093 p.u and
considered. A single type FACTS device such as SVC/ negative sign indicates that TCSC operates in capacitive
TCSC/ UPFC is installed in the test system to study the mode. SVC is connected at bus 18 and its setting is -
effectiveness of the devices in enhancing ATC for 13.117 Mvar and negative sign indicates that SVC injects
different  bilateral  transactions. The percentage reactive power into the system. For UPFC, the series
improvement in ATC and reduction of active and reactive element is connected in the line 15-18, while the shunt
power  losses  for different transactions of the system element is connected at bus 18. The settings of the shunt
with allocation of FACTS devices are shown in Table 3. and series elements are -0.1012 p.u and -11.369 Mvar
From Table 3, it can be observed that for a bilateral respectively.
transaction from bus 5 to bus 20, the ATC value is 32.21 The active and reactive power losses for the base
MW without installing FACTS devices, whereas after case and with FACTS devices are tabulated in Table 3.
installing single FACTS devices such as SVC/ The  comparative  studies  of  active  and   reactive  losses
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Fig. 7: Active Power Losses (bilateral Transaction) for IEEE 30 bus system under normal operating conditions

Fig. 8: Reactive Power Losses (bilateral Transaction) for IEEE 30 bus system under normal operating conditions

Fig. 9: Installation Cost (bilateral Transaction) of FACTS for IEEE 30 bus system under normal operating conditions

without  and  with  FACTS  devices  are  also plotted in is reduced by 11.2 % and 5.61 % and 13.26% after placing
Fig. 7 and 8. It can be observed that the active power SVC, TCSC and UPFC respectively. The corresponding
losses is 10.71 MW without placing FACTS devices, but optimum cost of installation of SVC, TCSC and UPFC
it is reduced by 8.25 %, 13.06 % and 16.23 after placing devices are 1.25 x10  US $, 0.81 x10  US $ and 1.545 x10
SVC, TCSC and UPFC respectively. The reactive power US $ respectively as shown in Fig. 9. Similar behavior can
loss is -3.23 Mvar without placing FACTS devices but it be observed in other transactions also.

6 6 6
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Multilateral transactions between a seller buses in UPFC devices respectively. The corresponding different
source area and buyer buses in sink area such as (8, 13 - multilateral transactions results are shown in Table 3.
27, 20 and 2, 8, 13 - 23, 27) which maximize the ATC have From Table 3 and Fig. 7-9, it can be concluded that UPFC
also been considered. From Table 3 shows the results for provides maximum enhancement of ATC and reduction in
multilateral transaction from buses 8, 13 to buses 27, 20 is active and reactive power losses at a very high
consider  the  ATC value is 18.456 MW without installing installation cost. Moreover the active power loss and
FACTS devices, whereas after installing single FACTS installation cost is reduced with use of TCSC device but
devices such as SVC/ TCSC/UPFC, the ATC value is reactive power loss is more as compare with SVC.
improved by 13.65 %, 18.82% and 19.87 % respectively.
The active power losses is 8.91 MW without placing Case 2: Contingency operating conditions
FACTS devices, but it is reduced to 8.65 % after placing For a contingency case, the branch line outage between
TCSC and optimal location of TCSC is between bus 22 to buses 9 and 10 is considered. The optimal location and
bus 24. The optimal size (reactance) of TCSC is -0.0892 p.u size of FACTS devices for selected transactions under
and negative sign indicates that TCSC operates in contingency  operating  conditions  are  tabulated in
capacitive mode and the corresponding cost of Table 2. The corresponding ATC values and losses for
installation of TCSC devices is 6.33 x10  US $. The active the test system without and with FACTS devices are6

power  loss  is  also reduced by 4.21 % by considering given in Table 4. The active and reactive power loss for
SVC  device  connected  at bus 18 and rating of the SVC different bilateral transactions without and with FACTS
is - 21.56 Mvar and negative sign indicate that SVC injects devices are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively and the
reactive power into the system and the corresponding corresponding installation cost of FACTS devices is
installation cost of TCSC devices is 7.56 x10  US $. For shown in Fig 12. Table 4 and Figs. 10-12 indicate that6

UPFC the active power losses is reduced by 10.78% when optimally placed UPFC devices significantly increase ATC
the series element is connected in the line 16-17 and the and reduce the active and reactive power losses with
shunt element is connected at bus 16. The settings of the higher installation cost. Moreover, TCSC enhances ATC
shunt and series elements are -0.109 p.u and -20.984 Mvar much higher than SVC. The active power loss and
respectively. Moreover, the reactive power loss is -8.53 installation cost is reduced with use of TCSC device but
Mvar without placing FACTS devices but it is reduced by reactive power loss is more as compared to SVC under
6.45 %,  4.08 %  and  9.01%  by placing   SVC,   TCSC  and contingency conditions.

Table 4: ATC enhancement and reduction losses using FACTS devices under contingency operating conditions
Transactions % improvement in ATC % decrease in active power loss % decrease in reactive power loss
------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------- -----------------------------------
Type No Source bus Sink bus TCSC SVC UPFC TCSC SVC UPFC TCSC SVC UPFC
Bilateral T1 11 27 18.71 9.21 21.57 9.75 3.99 11.78 4.65 7.99 8.57

T2 2 10 19.67 9.79 22.15 7.45 4.12 10.23 5.26 9.11 10.25
T3 5 20 25.86 9.80 26.38 5.58 4.43 6.78 2.61 8.77 9.45
T4 2 23 11.83 6.26 13.45 14.8 7.36 15.91 5.29 10.5 11.97
T5 8 30 15.48 8.17 17.69 6.21 3.67 7.56 4.09 10.6 11.23

Multilateral T1 8, 13 27, 20 5.41 1.32 6.75 6.51 4.18 7.48 3.97 5.71 6.48
T2 2, 8, 13 23, 27 18.32 11.25 19.34 6.28 3.87 7.15 4.89 7.64 8.36

Fig. 10: Active Power Losses (bilateral Transaction) for IEEE 30 bus system under contingency operating conditions
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Fig. 11: Reactive Power Losses (bilateral Transaction) for IEEE 30 bus system under contingency operating conditions

Fig. 12: Installation Cost (bilateral Transaction) of FACTS devices for IEEE 30 bus system under contingency operating
conditions
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